Creating a seamless transition from an elegant interior décor to a stylish outdoor space is the essence of refined living today - and blurring the lines between indoor and outdoor living lies in merging beauty and durability. Fabrics must have the sophisticated look and luxurious hand of residential textiles, plus the performance technology to withstand the most extreme outdoor conditions.

The Tommy Bahama Outdoor Living program includes fabrics and trims from industry leaders in performance technology. A “performance fabric” is one with the following attributes:

- Fibers that are solution-dyed to the core, rather than simply on the surface
- Colorfast dyes that are highly resistant to fading from UV exposure
- Fibers that are inherently resistant to mold and mildew
- An extremely tight weave to withstand the wind and elements
- A durable finish for superior stain and water resistance

The performance fabric industry’s most significant breakthrough to date is poised to revolutionize the art of refined outdoor living. That innovation is the ability to apply performance technology to fabrics with complex weaves, vibrant colors and the soft luxurious hand of sophisticated indoor fabrics. Furthering this breakthrough has been the application of performance technology to elegant trims and fringes.

The Tommy Bahama Outdoor Living program is unique in the industry for its wide-ranging assortment of exceptional performance fabrics and correlating trims, offering the ability to customize upholstery whose impeccable tailoring, seating comfort and designer looks are equally at home, indoors or out.

The leading brand in the performance fabric industry is Sunbrella®. Tommy Bahama is pleased to feature a broad assortment of Sunbrella® fabrics in the Outdoor Living program. These fabrics are clearly identified with the logo that has become iconic in the industry for innovation.